MIGRATION INFORM
Migration Agent Registration Number 0214353
GENERAL SKILLED MIGRATION
There is a range of visa options for skilled
workers who want to live in Australia and
who do not have an employer sponsoring
them. These include options for skilled
people applying as an independent migrant
as well as those sponsored by a relative, or
nominated by a State/Territory government.
Independent migrants have the least number
of restrictions placed on them and this is the
preferred option for eligible applicants who
do not have an employer to sponsor them.
If you are sponsored by an eligible relative,
please note that there are a number of
obligations that must be met by the sponsor.
You may be eligible for a number of visa
categories and each has different
requirements and obligations, and as such
certain applications are required to be
lodged in Australia whilst others can only be
submitted outside Australia.
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WORK OPPORTUNITIES

Australia is currently seeking skilled
workers, especially in regional and
provincial Australia.
The temporary work visa has the following
key features:
-

can be granted up to four (4) years
sponsored by an Australia business
Australian salary & work conditions
no age restriction
can be extended & is a pathway to
permanent residence
AUD$39100 minimum annual salary

Current work opportunities are available and
updated regularly on our website.

EMPLOYER NOMINATION
The employer nomination programs allows
Australian employers to sponsor employees
who are foreign nationals for a permanent
visa to live in Australia

WHY USE A MIGRATION AGENT?
The employees can be either:
Applications for a visa or migration are
often rejected or significantly delayed
because of:






ineligible or mistaken visa selection
failure to provide the right documents
incorrectly completing forms
misunderstand the questions
inadequate preparation

-

a highly skilled worker from overseas
a highly skilled temporary resident
currently in Australia.

In regional Australia where the employee
cannot meet the skill, English or age
requirement an application for exemption
under exceptional circumstances can be
considered.

Therefore, if you want to verify that a
migration agent is registered, please visit
www.themara.com.au

Website: www.etsaustralia.org

E-mail: etsaustralia@bigpond.com

Mr KYM HANDBERG – Registered Migration Agent since 2001

